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Identifying Options for 
Outsourcing Your Tasks
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Just Because You Can, Doesn’t Mean You 
Should
Particularly when you first start your business and are 
trying to save money, it’s easy to take on take on too 
much and have all areas suffer because of it. Focus on 
what truly needs to be done by you, then decide what 
to do with the rest. This may include delegating or 
outsourcing.
*Delegate when you can. Outsource when you need.
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Why Delegate or Outsource?

•There are three main reasons for delegating or 
outsourcing:
• You don’t have the time
• You don’t have the skill
• You just don’t want to 
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Delegating

•Delegation is assigning an employee to do the job. This 
can be good for:
•The employee’s confidence 
•Helping the employee develop new KSAs
•Making them a more valuable employee
•Building greater team loyalty
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9 Keys to Effective Delegating
*Don’t delegate what you can drop
1. If an employee can do it at least 70% as well as you, 

delegate it.
2. When delegating a task, state the objectives clearly.
3. Provide all necessary information and resources
4. Grant the authority needed to accomplish the task
5. Establish a timeline for the task
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9 Keys to Effective Delegating
6. Check on progress and answer any questions, but 

do not micromanage.
7. Review the completed task and provide feedback.
8. Thank the employee.
9. Delegation creates stronger, more capable teams by 

giving team members the trust and authority to do 
the tasks that you might otherwise reserve for 
yourself
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Outsourcing Tasks

When not appropriate to or not able to delegate, 
outsourcing to an outside professional is an option. The 
types of tasks that are frequently outsourced include:
•Billing and collection: Billing can be set up as auto-

billing through your bank or specific software. 
Occasionally there are kickbacks such as expired, 
cancelled or replaced credit cards. Collection agencies 
can be hired to collect those debts. 
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Outsourcing Tasks

•Payroll and accounting: These are very important and 
beyond many fitness professionals’ skills. Payroll is a 
little easier to do with services like paychex.com and 
can be done by an owner or manager, but accounting 
and taxes really should be outsourced to a Certified 
Public Accountant.
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Outsourcing Tasks

• Information technology (IT): This includes maintaining 
your computer system as well as online programs such 
as your website, booking software, and possibly 
managing your own app. If you are a larger club, 
networking your computer system should be set up 
and maintained by specialists, but there’s much of IT
that can be outsourced to online programs.
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Outsourcing Tasks

• Legal: This is very specialized and should be left to the 
professionals. Have a lawyer check out your forms and 
contracts and don’t sign any contracts without their 
approval. It’s just that simple.
• Licensed programs: Could include group fitness, small 

group training, or nutritional services. These can be a 
great help in delivering a quality service to your 
members without the need to reinvent the wheel. 
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Outsourcing Tasks

•Continuing education/professional development: We 
all want to have our team get better at what they do. 
While the owner, manager, and other team members 
can teach others, sometimes you need to access 
educational opportunities coming from outsides 
sources. Maybe that includes sending them to a 
conference, a training, giving them access to online 
training sites, etc. 
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Outsourcing Tasks

•Emergency training: This can include setting up your 
facility’s emergency plans as well as making sure 
everyone on your team is CPR/AED trained. There are 
companies that will work with you to establish your 
emergency plans and, as for CPR/AED certification, you 
can either send your people out or bring an instructor 
in to train them.
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Outsourcing Tasks

• Janitorial services: A facility’s cleanliness has always 
been important to members and especially now, since 
Covid-19 showed up. Unless you are a very small 
facility and have the time to do it yourself, maintaining 
a clean environment really comes down to delegating, 
hiring a janitor as an employee, or contracting with a 
cleaning service.
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Outsourcing Tasks

•Equipment maintenance: Maintaining equipment is 
essential to member/client safety. While you may be able 
to fix equipment yourself, sometimes that will nullify the 
warranty. I recommend seeking out an approved 
equipment maintenance provider to do the work
• Landscaping: If you have land… make it look inviting and 

unless landscaping is your thing, hire a pro to do it.
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Outsourcing Tasks

• Snow removal: If it snows where you are, you need to 
shovel, salt or sand, and possibly plow. You typically can 
delegate the shoveling/salting part to who ever opens the 
facility. Plowing, on the other hand requires special 
equipment (and insurance) and is much better to 
outsource.
• Fitness sales systems: If the sales process still eludes you, 

there are specific sales training systems pros you can hire.
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Outsourcing Tasks

•Newsletters: Fitness e-newsletters are an additional 
value to members/clients and there are preprepared 
content newsletters that will integrate your branding 
for your clientele. 
•Marketing and social media: If not you, someone that 

truly knows your mission, mantra, and brand and 
understand what you want represented. This could be 
an employee or employees, but first train them for it.
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Outsourcing Tasks
•Answering services and virtual receptionists: This is 

mostly for those facilities that are small and trying to 
save on payroll expenses. There are some answering 
and virtual reception services that work well. 
• Independent contractor fitness personnel: Maybe you 

don’t want to add more employees, or you don’t know 
enough about teaching or training to manage them, 
but you can outsource these positions to independent 
contractors.
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Outsourcing Tasks

•Professional guidance: We all need to continue 
learning and keep growing. Sometimes the best way to 
do that is to hire a professional coach, mentor, or to be 
part of a round table of other top professionals.  
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Cost vs Benefit: What’s the ROI? 
•When you’re looking at the tasks ahead of you 

determine if you need to be the one to do it or if it can 
be delegated or outsourced.
•The cost of doing the task yourself is your time and 

mental energy. 
• If delegating or outsourcing the task gives you the time 

to do more profitable things for your business, then 
pass the task on to others. 
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Summary: Delegating and Outsourcing Tasks

•Remember, just because you can do something, 
doesn’t mean that you should. Where is your time and 
energy better spent?
•The three main reasons for delegating or outsourcing:
• You don’t have the time
• You don’t have the skill
• You just don’t want to 
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Upcoming Discussions: Learning & Applying 
Business Skills 
•Communicating With Clients, Businesses, and the 

Community ✓
• Identifying Options for Outsourcing Your Tasks ✓
•Growing Your Business
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